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ROOF CLEANING PROCESS 2021
The majority of the roofs that we clean, are cleaned using a low power pressure washer. However, on
occassion, where our customer has requested it or we feel that you roof is somewhat fragile, we will
clean your roof using the hand scraping method.

On the morning of your roof clean, two of our team will arrive at your home at 8am. The first thing they will do is check
that your roof is okay for us to work on. If you have any broken, cracked or missing tiles, as long as there are no more
than 20, we will replace them and rebed them free of charge.

Once we are satisfied that your roof is okay for us to work on, our team will cover your front and rear gardens and
driveway with netting and sheeting to protect them.

Our team then clean your roof using a low powered pressure washer and all of the moss and lichen that has built up on
your roof will fill up your gutters and land on all of the sheeting and netting that we have provided.

Our team will collect all of the moss and lichen and put this into green bags and leave them next to your bins ready for
your regular collection.

All surrounding areas are thoroughly cleaned and we leave your home in the same condition that we found it.

Our team then apply a moss deterrent to your roof. If there is any growth within the first 2 years of having your roof
cleaned, you need to contact us and we will arranged to have your roof cleaned again, free of charge.

We have never had a customer call us to say that their moss has returned. Most houses are moss free for 6-15 years.

After we have applied the moss deterrent, we set to work on your gutters. Using a guttervac system, we suck the moss
and all debris out of your gutters. We make sure your downpipes are clean and free of any moss or debris. We tighten
your brackets to make sure your guttering is aligned. Finally, we seal up any leaks or drips that you have.

When all of our work is complete, we will walk you around your property, to show you our work. Once you are
happy with our work, our team will call our office and it is then that your invoice is generated.
receive your invoice by email and it is payable within 24 hours of our work being completed.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CUSTOM

FULLY INSURED & ALL WORK GUARANTEED

You will

